THE NEW
AND
IMPROVED
BOOMER
Embracing Endless Potential
in Our Next Phase of Life

Who are we?
Next Phase Communications is a small
communications agency with serious chops
and a big agenda—telling stories about
products and services created especially for
boomers—people like us, in or entering the
next phase of life.
Because we’re part of that baby boomer
generation (did someone say, “Pepsi
Generation”?), we’re passionate about helping
companies creating life-changing technologies
and services for boomers. We speak “boomer”
and understand the boomer audience.
At Next Phase Communications, when it comes
to creating compelling content about the
products and services that make boomers’ lives
more dynamic, safer, healthier, and wealthier,
we mean business.
For more information about
Next Phase Communications email us at:
info@nextphasecommunications.com
or visit our website at:
www.nextphasecommunications.com.
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Executive Summary
Baby boomers’ next phase of life doesn’t look anything like our parents’ retirements.
Though we may be leaving behind careers forged over four-plus decades, we’re not
sitting in our rockers on the front porch, yelling at the neighbor kids to stay off our welltended lawns.
“Retirement used to mean the end of work,” according to a 2014 Merrill Lynch retirement
study, but now baby boomers are at a tipping point. Most of us will continue working after
we retire—often in new and different ways.

Four forces drive this new phenomenon:
• INCREASING LIFE EXPECTANCY, which means
retirement that can last 20 years or more.
• ELIMINATING PENSIONS FOR MOST WORKERS,
shifting the burden for funding retirement from
employers to retirees.
• WOBBLING ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY, which
has been a wake-up call for many who realize it is
not financially sustainable to retire without some
additional income.
• RE-VISIONING OUR NEXT PHASE OF LIFE,
as we seek greater purpose, stimulation, social
engagement, and fulfillment in retirement.
Boomers living longer and seeking greater purpose, stimulation, social engagement, and
fulfillment in retirement present significant bottom-line opportunities for companies selling
products and services in six areas that represent our next phase journey.

The six areas are:
1 EDUCATION
2 WORK
3 TECHNOLOGY
4 HEALTH
5 FINANCIAL SERVICES
6 TRAVEL
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This white paper addresses why those are areas of opportunities for businesses to
capitalize on.

Here’s a hint of what you’ll read about…
BOOMERS EMBRACE EDUCATION. And we will continue expanding our collective
knowledge as we seek additional degrees, simply audit classes, or explore new ways to
enjoy life.
BOOMERS ARE ENTREPRENEURIAL. Since we’ve lived through recessions, credit default
swaps, and thunderous social change, we’re willing to take risks—including starting new
companies.
BOOMERS ARE TECH SAVVY. We led the tech charge, pouring the foundation on which
the tech world has built its successes. Our savvy means we’re willing to use and enjoy the
tools technology continues inventing—tools that enable us to live in our own homes, tap
into new ways of learning, track our health, stay in touch with those we care about, be
endlessly entertained, and more.
BOOMERS ARE HEALTH CONSCIOUS. Armed with beneficial tools and helpful, accessible
information we live increasingly healthier lives and continue seeking spiritual and
emotional growth.
BOOMERS ARE SOLID FINANCIALLY. Despite conventional wisdom that we’ll go
broke before we die, many boomers hold enormous real estate wealth, have invested
significantly in equities, and are as savvy financially as we are technologically. We continue
seeking ways to grow our money to last these longer lives we expect.
BOOMERS ARE (AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE) WELL TRAVELED. We can afford
traveling. We have the time. And we have the inclination to see the world’s largest ball of
string in Kansas, the largest croc in Australia, or sail down the longest river in Asia—on our
own or with guides.

If you’re looking for new
ways to boost your bottom
line, understanding this
lucrative market is the
answer.
This white paper serves as a prompt for you
to think about this significant demographic
in ways you may not have before…
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“Looks like there will be no going gentle into that
good night for this crowd.”

Introduction
In the early days of 2019, Americans had
a ringside seat for a culturally important
boxing match that dominated the media
for several news cycles. Blows were
thrown and landed with surgical precision
between President Trump and Nancy
Pelosi, the new majority speaker of the
House over the government shutdown and
fight for wall funding.

life, active, engaged, ass-kicking older
Americans are the rule not the exception.
We not only continue working well past
what was once considered the prescribed
age of retirement and irrelevance, we
also contribute mightily to the economy
not because we have to, but because we
choose to.

We were captivated. Not because of the
blustering tweets or the endless pundits
on either side weighting in on the daily
histrionics—most of us are over it—or
POTUS’ obvious frustration with the new
dynamics of the Senate. Anyone even half
paying attention saw that one coming.
What so many of us found intriguing and
certainly entertaining about the match was
that the heavyweight at the center, the one
who had captured the imagination of the
American public—like her or hate her—is a
78-year-old woman* who, despite reports
of her demise, seems to have the stamina,
brilliance, and chess moves of someone
half her age. A woman who, rather than
bracing for her swan song, appears to have
rolled up her sleeves and dug in for the
long haul.
Remarkably, this battle of titans who
are both well past 65 reflects the same
makeup of baby boomers described in
a Kiplinger article about the broader
cohort.1 In so many areas of American
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Ask any boomer and we’ll tell you we’re
not older, we’re just less young than we
used to be. Very little has changed for us,
save, perhaps our physical flexibility and
maybe our hearing. In fact, horizons have
broadened because we have the significant
life experiences, healthful activities, and
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financial wherewithal to explore well
beyond our comfort zones. As technology
especially steps up to service our needs,
everything is still possible.
There is no way to overstate the cultural,
technological, or financial impact that
boomers in our next phase will ultimately
have on society’s collective consciousness.
When the history of our generation is
finally written, it will chronicle the greatest
cultural shift since the introduction of
the birth control pill: the idea that aging
past say, 60 is no longer the end but
more like the beginning of the middle.
That’s possible because research in brain
science and neuroplasticity will prove we
are capable of learning and of creating
new synapses well into our ninth decade,
and we can use those synapses—and our
life experiences—to tackle all manner of
vexing problems. Health
sciences are already
proving that much of our
physical deterioration
is due in large part to
factors completely within
our control, 2 and that
continuing advances in
science and technology
make invalid everything
we were told to believe
about the inevitability of
aging as a fixed reality of
mind/body deterioration.

beginning of the middle, is that time in
history when a revolution occurred in our
understanding that the physical, mental,
and emotional experiences of aging could
be hacked within an inch of its life.
Boomers are the guinea pigs and the
operators behind the curtain of this
revolution, modeling to the generations
behind us a new way of navigating the
next phase of life. We are telling a very
different story than the one that was told
before. The new story for the next phase of
life goes something like this:

Not only are boomers
not done yet. Most us are
just getting started.

What generations to
come will reflect on as the
relentless march of time
brings each swiftly to the
doorstep of their own

*Nancy Pelosi is a member of the Silent Generation but only a few years older than the oldest boomer. She splendidly represents
the notion that with passion we are capable of being healthy, vibrant and engaged thought leaders regardless of our age or
demographic designation
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Who Are These Creatures Called Boomers?
(And how do we see ourselves?)
One thing is certain; 74 million
boomers hardly fall into any
one category. We aren’t easily
sorted, typed, described,
pigeonholed, or understood in
any truly meaningful way.
Apart from the simplest of
facts—no two humans are
alike—American boomers differ
based on geography, religion,
and culture—due to an 18-year
age span from 1946 to 1964 that
splits boomers between early
stage—those born between
1946 and 1955, and late stage—
often referred to as Jonesers, 3 born from
1955 to 1964. One
group wore poodle
skirts and saddle
shoes, attended
Woodstock, wrestled
with Vietnam,
and watched on
TV as Nixon flew
from the White
House on a Marine
helicopter. The other
worshipped Marcia
Brady and Bruce
Springsteen, dressed
according to the
Preppy Handbook,
and may or may not
remember gas lines, 15% mortgage rates,
or Reagan’s Morning in America.

of American boomers voted Democrat
and 44% voted Republican. And while
marketers, researchers, and polling experts
do a good job of convincing us that they
know what boomers are thinking, whenever
I see attempts to buttonhole this massive,
ineffable cohort, it reminds me of a cat
trying to pour the ocean into a shot glass.
Someone’s bound to get wet.

It’s even tough to pin down how boomers
vote. Case in point, the 2016 election
in which Pew Research found that 44%

5
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What We Used to Think
(Or what we were told to think about aging.)
When I was a kid, my friend’s mom had a
plate on the kitchen wall that read, “We
get too soon old and too late smart.” Even
then, I understood the implication; by the
time we’re wise enough to understand the
world and benefit from that understanding,
we’re too old to appreciate, enjoy or make
use of what we’ve learned.
Eleven-year-old me found the idea
unsettling; you mean just when I get smart
enough to understand what’s going on,
it’s over? I must have known instinctively
that future me would make a myriad of
consistent and sweeping blunders as I
attempted, like a pinball bashing into
the bumpers of life, to navigate my way
through high school, college, and my adult
years. The idea of not getting anything
out of all that trial and error—that it would
simply be for naught—sounded miserable.
If what the plate said was true, it wasn’t
exactly a rousing incentive to soldier on.

Dean Martin, the iconic
crooner of our parents’
generation, reportedly once
said, “I’d feel better about
middle age if I knew more
100-year-old people.”
The plate on the wall wouldn’t have been
quite so disturbing if popular culture didn’t
relentlessly drive home the notion that
aging was to be viewed with a mixture of
resignation and dread.

Can you imagine living your
life based on the predictions of
expectancy set in 1940? You would
have been middle-aged at 30.
“In 1940 American newborns were
forecast to have an average life
expectancy of 63. By 1960, based
on actual experience to-date as
well as adjusted expectations of
future longevity, demographers
anticipated that the 1940-born
cohort would actually live, on
average, to age 74. By 1980, that
average life expectancy forecast
was raised once again, to 75.4
years; by 2010, it stood at just
over 78 years. In total, the “class
of 1940” gained 15 years of life
expectancy between the original
forecast in 1940 and the 2010
estimate.”
From PGIM’s
A Silver Lining: Investment Implications
for An Aging World.

For years, we were bombarded with
messages that there was something
inherently wrong with aging—an
unavoidable, incurable disease. Rites of
passage into the netherworld of old age
included the iconic gold watch and the
march of globalization that seemed to
disproportionately impact older Americans
who were made redundant, put out to
pasture, downsized, forgotten.
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Television has been a particularly
intransigent culprit with police procedurals
embracing the theme of the old, grizzled
Sarge sailing off into the sunset despite
experience and competence, giving
way to the new, maverick detective who
couldn’t be taught or tamed. Late night
commercials were and still are filled with
images of feeble old women who have
fallen and can’t get up, and lonely men
cast in flickering TV light, drifting off in a
coffin-like Barcalounger, reinforcing our
fears that there was something inevitable
and pitiful in aging that we were powerless
to subvert or control.
The evidence? Admittedly the chicken
and eggness of the zeitgeist is tough to
tease out, 4 but the masses came to believe
in their own uselessness after a certain
age and the culture (in the greatest of
ironies, turning a hydrant of love toward
a youth market the explosion of boomers
had essentially created) backed it up. The

7

message was everywhere and prolific—you
must go away, quietly preferably—to make
way for someone younger.
Hollywood happily worshipped at the altar
of youth and relegated women over 35
to the role of mother or unhappy spinster
sister. Saving us from our decrepit selves,
the plastic surgery industry rode in to
alleviate any pain and suffering caused
by sags and bags (mostly for women
you’ll notice) and even while they helped
us stave off aging for a while at least,
boob jobs, eye jobs, and face lifts further
established the perception that looking our
age and therefore aging itself was simply
not ok.
As Americans we cast our gaze longingly
to the East where we lamented a Japanese
culture that seemed to revere their elders.
In the home of the brave, where aging
wasn’t for sissies, we certainly didn’t
revere ours.
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What We Think Now
(Or what we’ll be forced to think because demography is destiny
and the economic impact of $7 trillion cannot be ignored.)
“What’s coming is disruption on a scale that will forever
change the way we think about aging.”
According to AARP, 10,000 baby boomers
turn 65 every single day, making the
cohort an inescapable metaphor for a
startling reality—every developed nation
on earth is aging and by 2030, there will
be more people on the planet over the
age of 65 than under the age of 15. Those
statistics cannot be ignored, nor can the
fact that in the developed world this aging
population is the healthiest, wealthiest,
most well educated in history.
So instead of going quietly off to the
golf course or sitting on our porches
yelling at the neighbor kids, boomers
are doing something uniquely American.
We’re shifting the narrative. Nancy Pelosi,
Warren Buffett, Jane Fonda, Oprah, Bill
Gates, and hundreds of others in and out
of the public eye prove this powerful shift.
What we’ve begun to understand—and yell
from the rooftops—is this: “We’re not done
yet.” And we’re challenging corporations
to listen because boomers don’t just have
valid, valuable experiences businesses and
government need. As a powerful consumer

block controlling $7 trillion in disposable
income, they need our money, too.

Smart companies will get
on board by changing their
attitudes about boomers or
get left behind.
“You’re as young as you feel” takes on an
entirely new meaning in the 21st Century
where sweeping advances in healthcare
and technology are creating powerful
tools to help boomers feel fit enough
physically, mentally, emotionally, and
financially to be referred to as the “bucket
list generation.” At hospitals, ER doctors
have taken to calling the twists, sprains,
and breaks resulting from bucket list
fulfillment as boomeritis.5
Technology’s impact on what we now
believe about aging—as boomers and as
Americans—cannot be overstated. The
Internet and consumer technology, for that
matter—created, enhanced, and informed

61% of boomers say they feel, on average, nine years younger than
their actual age, making us younger in spirit—and younger in spirit to a
greater degree—than the average American adult.
THE NEW AND IMPROVED BOOMER ©2019 NEXT PHASE COMMUNICATIONS
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by boomers like Steve Jobs, Bill Gates
and Sir Tim Berners-Lee—has changed
the way we understand, think about, and
experience the world, and in so doing has
refocused our sense of possibility.
Boomers don’t get too soon old and too
late smart. We get smart in plenty of time to
enjoy and make the most of the next phase.
As we move into the third decade of the
21st Century, mentally, emotionally, and
financially, boomers will continue changing
the culture for years to come. How we
accomplish that change will create a new
paradigm for the way we will live going
forward. That new paradigm for the next
phase of this powerful and engaged cohort
will in turn impact the rest of society in
ways yet unimagined.

And while it’s not always about
the money…
In his 2017 book, The Longevity Economy:
Unlocking the World’s Fastest Growing,
Most Misunderstood Market, James
Coughlin writes, “Around the world, the
longevity economy has been estimated
to be around $15 trillion as a global
market—that’s 30% of the world’s buying
power—making it the world’s third largest
economy after the US and China.” 6

And yet, astoundingly,
according to AARP only 10%
of marketing dollars are
targeted towards boomers. 7
Getting back to the $15 trillion dollar
longevity economy, consider Age Wave’s
boomer founder, Ken Dychtwald, explaining
to a room full of travel industry experts
why they need to change their thinking

9

“Around the world, the
longevity economy has
been estimated to be
around $15 trillion as a
global market—that’s
30% of the world’s
buying power—making
it the world’s third
largest economy after
the US and China.”
James Coughlin, Director of the AgeLab at MIT and
author of The Longevity Economy: Unlocking the
World’s Fastest Growing, Most Misunderstood Market

about boomers. “Marketers,” he said, “are
in the ‘linking me to my future’ business.”
For developers of products or services
hoping to link boomers to their companies’
futures, Dychtwald strongly suggests
they ditch the half-baked and lazy
interpretation derived from popular culture
of yesterday’s boomer—the one that sees
us as sick, old, and broke—for a deeper,
more nuanced understanding of this new
and improved baby boomer. 8
And by the way, today’s boomers will have
evolved in completely unexpected ways
ten years from now so getting complacent
about this cohort going forward is out of
the question, too.
Now that we’ve established the pressing
need to understand today’s boomers for
any business that doesn’t want to leave
big money on the table, let’s look at
who we are in six key areas of our lives:
education, work, technology, health,
finance and travel.
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Boomers Embrace Education
From 1965 to 1980, college enrollment
more than doubled in the United States
from 5.9 million to 12 million, making
boomers the first generation that saw
college as the next logical and eventually,
inevitable, step after high school.
Boomers’ desire to pursue education
doesn’t seem to be abating as we age.
According to the National Center for
Education Studies (NCES), in 2011 there
were 20.7 million older adults enrolled in
post-high school programs, 9 with
2.3 million between the ages of 40
and 64. For students not seeking degrees,
massive open online courses (MOOCs) like
Coursera, Udacity, EdX and Lynda.com are
inexpensive ways to learn a variety of
new skills. Many courses offer certificates
upon completion.
In recent years, community colleges
have reached out to adults interested
in continuing
their educations.
Initiatives like The
American Association
of Community
Colleges’ Plus 50
Initiative 10 create
campus programs for
workplace retraining of
people 50 and older.
California’s 23 state
universities offer
tuition-free classes in
their Osher Life Long
Learning Initiative
(OLLI). OLLI has been
incredibly successful and spread to 122
college campuses across the country.
Pennsylvania State University’s Go-60

Program 11 offers tuition-free enrollment in
undergraduate credit courses to people
who are at least 60 and either retired or
working less than half time.

At the University of Arizona’s
Tempe Campus, an entire
dorm is devoted to returning
students in their 60s and 70s.
The program is designed for retirement
living in property owned by colleges, and
allows participants to seek degrees, audit
classes, or mentor students on campus.
The concept capitalizes on boomers’ love
of learning and our keen sense of wanting
to stay connected.
None of this should be surprising. In a
developed world where expectations are
that many of us will reach 100, if you are
in your 40s today,
chances are great that
you could be working
well into your 70s.12 It
makes perfect sense
to expect that an
education that ends
in a person’s mid-20s
will be inadequate to
meet their needs either
inside or outside the
work place for the
remainder of their lives.
Educators from the
University of California
agree, referring to the
“60-year curriculum” to define what they
see as a new paradigm in which individuals
will continue learning, taking classes,
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and earning degrees from high school
graduation straight through retirement.
Are boomers taking over Greek row?
Not quite yet, but in the fall of 2015,
512,000 students who are at least 50 or
older 13 were enrolled in undergraduate
institutions, representing 2.9% of the total
number of students enrolled in college.
In fact, an influx of boomers on college
campuses could be a financial boon for
schools and may even help reduce tuition
for students coming out of high school.

11

Assuming the average four-year college
tuition in 2019 is north of $25,000 for
just one year and that those enrollees
plan on completing degrees, revenue for
universities from returning older students
could total in the hundreds of millions of
dollars. That sort of cash injection could
translate into scholarships for students
slack jawed by spiraling tuition costs,
helping them avoid debt burden that stalls
the larger economy and follows them
throughout their lives.
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Boomers are Entrepreneurial

Our current retirement model emerged in
the 1930s as both a social net and a way to
create work during the Great Depression.
Due to a scarcity of jobs, the model
allowed older workers to retire and begin
collecting Social Security, making room for
younger workers in the process. Before the
Depression, the idea of retirement didn’t
exist for a number of reasons not the least
of which was a shorter life expectancy.
Today, boomers are seeing the prospects
of a 20+ year retirement as less than
appealing, not just for financial reasons
but for the possibility of boredom inherent
when perfectly healthy and engaged
individuals have too much time on their
hands and far too little to do.
We suggest that the word retirement
should be retired.

The Rise of the Boomer Entrepreneur
It’s not surprising that boomers have an
entrepreneurial spirit. We’re risk takers
who value our independence. We have
the mindset to thrive in entrepreneurial
endeavors. We have the creativity and
the resilience.14
Boomers have been through no less than
five recessions since 1974 and understand
that cycles come and go like seasons. We
don’t get too giddy with the upturns or
morose on the downturns because this too
shall pass, just as it passed before.
For millennials who entered (or re-entered)
the workforce in 2012 when green shoots
poked through the ashes of the Great
Recession’s economic firestorm, a good,
steady job that can put a dent in their
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student debt won’t likely be tossed aside
for a roll of the dice. With a national
unemployment rate of 3.8% and a sense of
security they crave, it’s easy to understand
why someone younger might not see the
value in self-employment.
But boomers have always gravitated to
the challenge of starting and growing
a business and that doesn’t seem to be
changing. According to a recent study
by the Kaufman Group, 15 24% of new
entrepreneurs are over the age of 55. And
the New York Times recently reported
that the number of
self-employed New
Yorkers 16 who were
at least 50 rose to
209,972 in 2016, up
an impressive 63.7
% from 128,282 in
2000.
Far from New York
City, in small and
large towns all
across the country,
boomers are
staking our claim
on our Second Act
American Dream,
and we’re using everything we learned
about business in our first careers to make
it as entrepreneurs.

Inc. Magazine called starting a business the
“Hot New Retirement Trend” for boomers
in 2017 and boomers are successfully
selling everything from jams to pickles 17 to
humidified guitar cabinets and inventing all
manner of new technologies like earbuds
that help with balance and belts that
become airbags to protect hips from falls.
Putting up the capital to start a new
business isn’t the only way boomers are

13

keeping the work fires burning. Boomers
not interested in funding a new venture are
finding they can work by returning to their
fields of expertise as consultants.

In fact, Boomerang workers are now
a thing.
According to Next Avenue,18 more and
more employers are hiring back workers
after retirement and many companies even
have formal programs in place, especially
in highly specialized industries like
aerospace and engineering.

Boomers provide specialized skills,
knowledge, experience, and flexibility that
companies seem to struggle finding. In
short, boomers are highly skilled workers—
whether companies bring us on as gig
workers or employees. In many instances,
employers don’t have to house us, offer us
healthcare or listen to us complain about
juggling work and family. Neither ready nor
willing to retire, we can work as much or as
little as we want—often from home—and
still contribute in ways that add significant
value to the company, the customers, and
even the staff (who benefit from our life
experiences).
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Boomers Are Tech Savvy
We’re just going to put it out
there. Boomers invented most
of the technology we use today.
And while Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram are important
additions to society, it’s the
Internet that has revolutionized
our world.
It makes sense that a generation
embracing entrepreneurialism in
the next phase of life is unlikely
to shy away from innovation
and technology. It also makes
sense (and the rude gossip
that boomers don’t understand
technology doesn’t) that since we were in
our 30s, 40s and 50s when the Internet
went mainstream, rather than curtail our

interest in or use of technology, boomers
continue embracing it with gusto.
Perhaps that’s why it’s no surprise we find
it to our collective benefit that advances in
technology have spilled into virtually every
corner of our lives.

In 2013 Pew Research found that boomers
spent 27 hours a week surfing the Internet.
Boomers have embraced smartphones
and 70% of Americans over 50 own
one—to check email, hail a Lyft, grab
a selfie and share it on various social
platforms, turn the lights on before
we get home, bank online, pay for
that latte, read the news, check our
investment account, sync contacts and
calendars, watch a movie, listen to a
podcast, text, and, oh, make or accept
a call if we have the time.
Boomers spend $3.2 trillion annually,
which is more than the GDP for Italy,
Brazil, the UK, Russia, or France, and
we certainly aren’t opposed to doing
it online. In fact, boomers outspend
younger adults two to one online.19
Not surprisingly, 66% of Americans over
50 make online purchases and spend an
average of $7 billion per year online. 20
To anyone out there still claiming
boomers aren’t tech savvy, we say, click
that naysayers!
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Boomers Are Health Conscious
Mentally, Physically, Emotionally, and Spiritually
We Want to Be Better and Do Better
fat, carbs, and protein stack up or break
down for optimal performance. We can
Facetime with our doctor, 21 use an app to
track our sleep and buy a smart pillow that
alleviates snoring.

The old adage that your health is your
wealth is as true now as it’s ever been.
What’s changed is that getting and staying
healthy after 50 is easier than ever before.
Thanks to the Internet, the science of
health has been democratized. And while it
may be true that the Internet isn’t always a
beacon of accurate, relevant, thoughtfully
sourced facts, and therefore requires
discrimination, there are nonetheless
thousands of viable sites online offering
excellent advice for taking care of our
health into our 90s and beyond.
And we’re taking advantage.
Boomers are using a mobile device to
track our weight, exercise, and diet on a
regular basis. Apps tell us how many steps
we walked and how many calories we
burned. We can compare various nutrition
modalities, track our macros and micros,
and know in any given moment how our

15

We have wearables that check our vital
signs while we’re awake and asleep and
can send the information directly to our
doctor for analysis. Those same wearables
can call for help if we’ve fallen and call for
an Uber if we want to go to the movies.
Robots can keep us company at home.
Today we can call for meal delivery from a
wide range of restaurants to be delivered
to our doorsteps if we don’t feel like going
out. And call an Uber if we do.
Thanks to hundreds of published studies
from reputable institutions like Harvard,
Stanford, and the National Institute of
Health, we now know that exercise is
key to longevity and that even minimal
movement, if it’s consistent, elevates
dopamine receptors in the brain that in
turn elevate mood. Just a 30-minute walk
a day 22 can alleviate depression, reduce
blood pressure, and impact weight loss.

“If I’d known I was going to
live this long I’d have taken
better care of myself.”
Whether this came from Mickey Mantle, Eubie Blake, or
Mae West, it’s a belief that has no place in the psyche of
boomers. We know we’re going to live a long time, and
we plan on making the most of our health.
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Bionic body parts anyone?
Need a hip or knee replacement? No
problem. Today if we’re in reasonably good
health we can be in and out of the hospital
in 24 hours, and yes, that’s as a costcutting measure but it’s also a clinically
proven fact that in-home recovery with
proper supervision and physical therapy
significantly speeds recovery. Oh, and did
we mention that new joint may have been
created on a 3-D printer to exactly fit our
personal schematic?
We now know how to eat, how to drink
in moderation, how to exercise to stay fit.

Basically, we understand if we’re even a
little bit interested, that our bodies have
an extraordinary bias toward healing and
comparatively minimal attention and effort
on our part can go a long way toward
keeping us looking and feeling good.
The bottom line?
We’re healthier than we’ve ever been,
and boomers certainly are far healthier
than any generation that came before us.
We’re living longer and with far greater
understanding of the benefits of being
healthy and staying that way.
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Boomers Are Solid Financially
We’ve already established that boomers
are re-tapping our entrepreneurial spirit
to create success by turning hobbies
into cottage industries or expertise into
lucrative consulting gigs. We’re doing this
because we crave purpose, because we’re
healthy and because energy, drive, and
ambition don’t just disappear when the
clock strikes 12:00 or the dice rolls craps.

readers aghast when it cited a Federal
Reserve finding that 47% of Americans
(although age was not specified) could
not scrape together $400 to cover an
emergency. The author of the piece, a
writer whose many successes should have
guaranteed protection from such a fate, a
father of grown children, boldly confessed
to being one of the 47%.

How much is enough?

Alarming to be sure. And an indisputable
fact that for whatever reason, many
Americans face retirement with savings
that are far less than necessary to navigate
a long next phase of life. It’s a financial
state that must not be ignored, especially
as the cost of health care, taxes, and
housing continues rising a pace.

For some people $10 million isn’t enough
to retire on. For others, $100,000 is. So, as
we plan for or navigate through our own
retirements, even the savviest investment
counselor can’t truthfully say how much
each boomer needs to retire well.
That’s why some boomers are returning to
work—not because they
want to but because
they have to. They
haven’t saved enough—
at least not enough to
live the lives they want.
And because doom
sells, stories abound
chronicling the abject
carelessness of boomers
who didn’t save at all.
Worse, according to
these accounts, the dire
straits of those boomers
will surely lead to their
own destitution and will
pull the nation down in
the process.
A few years back, a
disturbing Atlantic
Monthly article 23 left
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But as a generation that has seen the
obscene excesses of the 80s and the
Great Recession in
2008, many boomers
are sanguine about the
future. No matter how
much you’ve saved,
unless you’re Warren
Buffet or Jeff Bezos
(or anyone in that 1%)
we’re told we should be
at least a little worried.
That low-grade fear eats
away at the lining of
our collective sense of
security. I’ve had more
than one financially
conservative friend tell
me, “We did everything
right—everything we
were supposed to do.
If that’s not enough,
nothing is.”
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But are things really that bad financially
for boomers?
The fact is that American boomers are far from destitute and even the broke writer from
that Atlantic article owned a valuable asset—a house out on Long Island in coveted East
Hampton.
Here are a few facts 24 about boomer finances that bear mentioning:

• Boomers control 70% of America’s disposable income.
• Boomers hold 80% of all money in savings and loan associations.
• Boomers are still earning, with 47% of all income in the US
generated by boomers.
• 67% of boomers expect to work past the age of 65.
• Boomers are due to inherit up to $15 trillion in the next 20 years.
• Boomers own 57% of all vacation/seasonal homes and 58% of all
rental properties in the United States.
As to homeownership, often the most
valuable asset in any American portfolio,
81% of people over 65 own their home,
72% of which are paid off. 25
And that’s true in some of the most
expensive zip codes in the country. For
example, in 2016, one in four homeowners
in Seattle owned their homes mortgage
free. In California, in 2017, 29% of all homes
owned in the state 26 were mortgage
free, up from 23% a decade ago, which
represented roughly $875 billion in equity.
That enormous sum could be tapped for
a long retirement or passed on to future
generations.
Boomers are also taking full advantage
of the opportunities available in the gig

economy 27 like tapping our homes to put
money in our pockets. With platforms like
Airbnb and VRBO, boomers are mining
our most valuable asset and people over
60 make up half of Airbnb hosts 28 with
women over 60 becoming the fastest
growing hosting segment.
So while some boomers have not saved
enough yet to keep the wolves at bay
during a potentially long retirement,
the operative word could be “yet.”
Understanding this predicament, boomers
aren’t sitting around waiting for someone
to rescue us. Instead we’re acting to right
our own financial ships, and in the process
once again rewriting individual scripts for
the next phase of life.
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Boomers Are (and will continue to be)
Well Traveled
Something is true today that has never
been true before in the history of the
world: two-thirds of all the people
who have ever lived past age 65 in our
collective world history are alive today.
Wow. That’s impressive.
For boomers, that amounts to 20 or more
years past what used to be considered a
hard stop. Or, put another way, an extra
2.5 trillion hours of possible healthy,
engaged, active living. Suddenly, ”Today is
the first day of the rest of your life,” takes
on an entirely new meaning.
A 2019 AARP report on boomer travel
trends found at least one answer to what
boomers would like to do with their extra
time. When asked, “What do you want to
do more of in this next stage?” 47% of
us said:

“We want to travel.”
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The same study also found that boomers
want peak travel experiences. So, like
everything that’s been true when it comes
to boomers, we don’t want just any old
travel, we’re looking for the best, most
interesting, most memorable and yes, most
luxurious, and unique ways to experience
that travel.
Getting what we want is easier than ever.
A quick Internet search returns dozens of
blogs that offer information and ideas on
experiential travel. There’s soft adventure
travel, exotic travel, ancestral travel, food
travel, bike tours, walking tours, river
cruises, educational travel, and finding
history tours just to name a few. 29
The travel industry is limited only by
the imaginations of its people and will
continue to grow because boomers
are proving that our next phase will
include local, regional, national, and
international travel.
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Boomers have the wanderlust, the means, and the time to travel. And we have a bucket
list a mile long of places we want to see. A few key findings from AARP’s 2017 Travel
Bucket List Study:

• 69% of boomers are optimistic that they will visit the next
destination on their travel bucket list
• Boomers hope to get to more than 80% of their list in their lifetime,
but consider it a success to check off 65%
• 53% of boomers are getting in shape to prepare for their next
bucket list trip
• 36% of boomers have already started saving money for their next
bucket list trip
• Of the eight destinations on their travel bucket lists, half are
domestic and half are international destinations
• 52% of boomers go online to find inspiration.

Travel makes us healthier—
Many of the world’s most exotic and
sought-after sites are only available
on foot. And while the right shoes are
important, so are the right muscles, lungs,
and heart. A level of fitness is simply a
basic requirement for much of the travel
that boomers are most interested in.

Travel makes us happier—
For boomers a vacation is more than just a
stress reliever or a way to see a new place.
It’s also a way to connect with far-flung
family and a very real mood elevator for

a long time after thanks to the planning,
experiencing, and remembering phases of
the trip.

Travel makes us smarter—
We know that experiencing new places
is one of the best ways to broaden our
horizons and invest in our own education.
But it’s also a way to make us sharper.
Planning a trip requires research, decision
making, scheduling, resilience, and
flexibility. In addition, saving for a onceor-twice-yearly trip imposes the habit of
discipline, which can easily spill over to
other areas of life.
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“No one can build you the bridge on which you, and only you,
must cross the river of life,” NIETZSCHE

Conclusion
Our entire lives we’ve been taught to fear
aging. Fear is powerful. Fear sells.

and searching for the empty glass when
there’s a full one right in front of you.

Some of it makes sense. When you don’t
know what’s coming—or in the case of
aging, when you think you do—lizard brain
takes over and you tend to fill in the blanks
by erring on the side of a worst case.

Proceed at your own risk on that one.
But we’re choosing to embrace the facts
laid out before us. We’re choosing to join
millions of boomers who think differently
about the next phase of our lives.

As in, “I’ll age rapidly. The money won’t
last. I’ll die poor and alone.”

We’re choosing to see that we become
stronger when we push against a thing.
That by pushing back against worn out
cultural paradigms, we broaden our
concept of what aging is and what it
can be. By changing the narrative we’ve
followed for so long, we begin to write a
new story.

But filling in the blanks by ignoring the fact
that many of America’s 74 million boomers
are doing fine—in fact, more than fine—
because they are educated, own a home,
stand to inherit additional wealth, are
healthier than ever before, and welcome
the opportunities presented by technology
and the gig economy to continue working,
is insanity at worst and willful ignorance
at best.
Said another way, looking at the evidence
and choosing not to see so much positive
change around aging is like being parched

The new story of aging is everywhere
from politics to business to science and
technology. It’s telling us that this thing
called aging is not at all what it used to be.
Boomers are telling a new story about our
next phase. If you want to speak to us, you
should listen.

We’re ready to help you tell the right story about the products and
services you sell boomers to enhance the next phase of their lives.
For more information about Next Phase Communications email us at

info@nextphasecommunications.com
or visit our website at www.nextphasecommunications.com.
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